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Find the right collaboration
solutions for your business.
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of SMBs
have adopted
collaboration tools.1

say these solutions
improve productivity
and efficiency.1
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Collaboration
Being flexible is easy with the right tools
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Synchronizing collaboration initiatives across geographic locations
can be complicated—but it doesn’t have to be.
Tomorrow’s offices will be co-creation spaces where employees meet to collaborate; some in person and some from remote
locations. At Lenovo, we specialize in making it easier for teams to work together.
Lenovo’s flexible collaboration tools make the shift to remote management easy, without you having to change your IT. Our
devices and tailored solutions work in harmony with popular software, including Microsoft (Teams, Office 365).
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Employees who
work remotely.
Before the disruption of COVID-19, around
30% of the U.S. workforce was working
from home at least some of the time. That
number more than doubled when the
pandemic hit 1. This trend played out around
the globe. Businesses overnight enabled
everyone they could to work remotely. Whilst
productivity from workers did increase in
this period, with businesses realized that
technology now needs to work harder than
ever to ensure workers have the right devices
and accessories to collaborate from any
environment. They need the right software
to take advantage of new innovative
applications, and increased support to
build better experiences around
remote collaboration.

Consider these Lenovo solutions:

ThinkBook 15 Gen 2 i

ThinkBook 13s Gen 2 i

Lenovo Go Accessories

Choose modern PCs for your employees like our ThinkBook 13s Gen 2 i designed on the Intel® Evo™ platform for a
verified exceptional experience, look out for features that enable workers to get safter and smarter connectivity for
access to collaboration software like,
• Intel® WiFi 6 (Gig+) enabled PCs for advanced WiFi performance, interference avoidance and best in class security
• Smart power on, gives you faster access to your collaboration software securely, with biometric authentication at a single touch.
• ThinkBook 15 Gen 2 i come with optional integrated earbuds*, and dual array microphones that enable noise cancelling to 360
omnidirectional sound so you can switch from personal to group calls with clarity.

Our ThinkBook devices have built-in software that seamlessly connects to collaboration technology
• Look out for smart features like AI Meeting Manager and Smart appearance. Revel in smart configurations of facial features,
background blur, and other effects to look professional for collaboration sessions and translate real-time meeting translations into text
so you have less note taking and more participating.
• Getting added WiFi protection so you can connect to calls safely when you are on the move. Lenovo Vantage prevents endpoints from
joining rogue WiFi networks, analyze threats in real time and distinguish between legitimate and risky, possibly malicious, networks.

Lenovo Go is a suite of reliable and portable work tools that allow you to set up a collaborative workspace,
anywhere, anytime
• Headphones with Active Noise Cancelling seamlessly integrates with popular collaboration software like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and
other VoIP so you can connect for productive meetings from anywhere.
• Power banks give workers the power to connect with the team wherever they are, so you can stay connected in any environment.

Lenovo managed services will make the most of your Microsoft investment and provide fast support to help you stay
connected to your team.
• Get support with application configuration on Outlook email, and Microsoft Teams for enhanced collaboration.
• Direct access to advanced technical support, will give you comprehensive hardware and OEM software support, your technology will
never hold you back from important meetings wherever you are.
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* available on select ThinkBook 15 Gen 2 i models
1: Gartner: 7 Myths Standing Between You and the Hybrid Future of Work
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Employees
who work
interchangeably.
In this new world businesses have had to
rethink how work can be done and the role of
the office. 70% of workers say the flexibility
to work from home and the office has made
them more satisfied with their job 2. As
companies pave the way for this new model,
one thing is certain; Collaboration is an
integral and essential part of organizational
success. Employees need the flexibility to
collaborate anytime and anywhere, the
physical space to connect with colleagues in
person, and the technology to enable it all.

Lenovo Think devices are created for today’s diverse workforce and their
individualized workspaces.
• ThinkVision T series monitors feature FHD 1080 IR-RGB cameras and will ensure crisp
video quality, whether at home or in the office, it will help create closer connections
during meetings.
• Experience immersive conferencing with integrated dual array microphones and built in
2x3w speakers in ThinkVision T series monitors.

Consider these Lenovo solutions:

• The 2-in-1 ThinkBook 14s Yoga i incorporates smarter technology, to enhance
collaboration. Need to access your device quickly for an important meeting? With
Modern Standby, the laptop wakes in one second and connects in one more. Use it’s
integrated smart pen to activate a note-taking app for a more effective meeting.

Take advantage of software in our Lenovo ThinkBook devices that allow you to
work on your terms with Windows 10 Pro.

ThinkVision Monitor - T Series & MC50 webcam

• Enjoy crystal clear conference calls with Whisper Voice on the 2-in-1 ThinkBook 14s Yoga i,
a new AI-based noise cancellation algorithm that blocks screaming children, barking dogs,
home appliances, a busy café etc. from your calls while you work remotely.
• Quickly share ideas form anywhere. In conjunction with Windows Hello, the touch
fingerprint reader on the 2-in-1 ThinkBook 14s Yoga i will safely and seamlessly access your
Microsoft account and Windows Ink Workspace, pick up the integrated smart pen and
collaborate in Microsoft whiteboard.

ThinkBook 14s Yoga Gen 2 i

You can engage more effectively from anywhere with Lenovo ThinkSmart View
and Lenovo Go accessories.
• The ThinkSmart View is Lenovo’s world-leading personal assistant device for the
workplace that you can set up anywhere. It tackles collaborative tasks so you can do
more productive work on your PC.
• Collaboration is a breeze on Lenovo ThinkSmart View, it has voice-ready integration with
Microsoft Teams. Use it to engage in voice or video calls and watch productivity soar.

ThinkSmart View

• Set up your collaboration workstation anywhere. Use the field-tested Wireless Mice with
your workstation, this mouse is crafted for portability and comfort, and can be used on
nearly any surface with its blue optic sensor.
• Enhance your ThinkVision monitors with the ThinkVision MC50 modular webcam, it fits
on any ThinkVision T series monitor and with built in dual noise cancelling microphones
and a red LED indicator light for the microphone you’ll have full control in all your
meetings.
Lenovo Go
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Employees who
work on-site.
The office is not a thing of the past. 60%
of employees prefer to work from home at
least half the time but 90% do want to go to
an office or meeting space to connect with
colleagues when needed 3. Organizations
need to reengineer their IT strategies and
infrastructure to go beyond enabling a
workforce with mobile devices and remote
access. Reliability and agility from on-premise
technology will need to support co-creation
spaces that enable enhanced engagement
from on-site workers.

Consider these Lenovo solutions:

ThinkSmart Hub

ThinkSmart Bar

ThinkSmart Camera

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub is our easy to deploy, simple to use and all-in-one meeting device for conference rooms.
• designed for collaboration in mind. It’s rotatable anti-glare, anti-smudge touchscreen display, will keep anyone within arm’s reach,
so they can take or give control, enabling meetings to run more smoothly with each participant having a chance to get in on the action.
• this device consolidates audio, video conferencing, phone, and VoIP into a single device. It’s 360° microphone array and Dolby® Audio
premium sound keeps the conversation clear, while an innovative cable management system helps eliminate cable clutter and allows
participants to present and connect their PC with one single HDMI/USB cable.

Software enabled Lenovo Think devices powered by Intel vPro® platform for unrivaled business class solutions.
• Very easy to deploy and scalable to fit in any room size and flexible across platforms it delivers Microsoft-certified smart collaboration
solutions designed on the Intel vPro® platform for what IT needs and users want.
• ThinkSmart Hub for Microsoft Teams Rooms can help avoid late starts. With audio and video already built in, simply hit one button, and
everyone can begin collaborating right away.

Designed for huddle rooms, this device easily scales across a range of room sizes with a mix of curated accessories,
providing a solution for a variety of environments with Lenovo ThinkSmart Cam and bar.
• The ThinkSmart Cam is a lightweight 4K High Dynamic Range (HDR)-capable camera, it supports high resolution frame rates with a wide
field of view for larger meeting rooms.
• Built-in vision processing unit (VPU) and neural network for AI-enabled smart meeting features auto-zoom, auto-framing, people counting,
speaker tracking, and whiteboard awareness. Control and configure these AI features with Lenovo ThinkSmart Manager.
• ThinkSmart Bar is an enterprise-grade sound bar purpose-built with meeting room-based video conferencing in mind. Ensure everyone is
heard loud and clear during calls and video conferences. ThinkSmart Bar’s four stereo speakers deliver lifelike clarity at up to 97dB intensity.
Its four built-in beamforming microphones make for an immersive meeting room or home office audio experience, thanks to 180°
wide-angle coverage.
• At 4.2lbs, the lightweight ThinkSmart Bar can be set up as a tabletop/desktop device or mounted to a wall or display. It’s sophisticated
design and compatibility with Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms mean it fits in any environment.
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Collaborate with confidence
Find the right collaboration solution for your business.
Learn More
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